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This thesis presents the design and development of a skull mounted 
retractor system for neurosurgical applications. It was hypothesized that a low 
profile retractor platform could be developed with a multi-point skull mount and a 
surrounding attached perimeter to better meet the needs of surgeons when 
invasive retraction is required. Attachment points adjoined around the edge of the 
craniotomy did not require additional drilling and were intended to provide a more 
stable, low profile, non-cluttered platform from which spatulas or flexible arms 
could easily leverage lobe retraction. This improved system is expected to improve 
operating times and reduce incidence rates of post-operative complications from 
overzealous or negligent retraction.  
It was concluded that the skull mounted retractor system provided no 
significant displacement while forces that simulated accidental movement during 
surgery were applied. A statistically significant difference was confirmed for the 
stability of the retractor depending on mounting orientation but from a practical 
standpoint was not enough to cause damage to the brain. The retractor system 
can accommodate the majority of skull variations and operations as adjustable 
features allow attachment to craniotomy diameters of over 100 mm and cranial 
thicknesses of up to 9 mm. This retractor method still requires additional 
development to improve setup times for frontotemporal craniotomies but 
depending on the location of the lesion it could be a suitable improvement for the 
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CHAPTER ONE  
INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the need for advancements on 
neurosurgical retractor systems as well as the primary goals of the presented 
research. 
1.1 Background 
In neurosurgical procedures where access to the deep brain is required, 
self-retaining retraction of the brain parenchyma is essential to maintain access to 
the pathology. However, consequences of lengthy retraction periods include 
postoperative edema, contusion, hematoma or damage to the cerebrum due to 
oxygen deprivation (Barbiro-Michaely, Efrat, Galit Bachbut, and Avraham 
Mayevsky, 2008). Up to 10% of all major cranial base tumor operations and 
intracranial aneurysms in the United States have reported secondary injury due to 
complications during retraction (Jadhav V, Solaroglu I, Obenaus A, Zhang J.H, 
2007, p. 15-20). In many instances the postoperative complications were severe 
or fatal (Cote D.J, Karhade A.V, Larsen A.M, Burke W.T, Castlen J.P, Smith T.R, 
2016, p. 106-111). Current technology has helped to improve success rates and 
expedite recovery but at the cost of a more complicated setup and lengthier 
procedures (Greenberg I.M, 1981. p. 205-208). Present retractor systems are 
cumbersome and offer a limited working field. They are elevated above the 
operating site and can obstruct the surgeons’ arm movements which increases the 




alleviate secondary injury during retraction are limited by complicated systems 
which drive the need for a more effective retractor that better meets the technical 
and functional requirements of neurosurgeons (Jadhav et al., 2007, p. 15-20). 
1.2 Objectives 
The goal of this thesis is to engineer a solution that addresses the difficulties 
with retraction in neurosurgery. This will be employed through the development of 
a stable, modular system which is capable of securely retracting multiple lobes 
while presenting a low profile for minimal interference during the surgical 
procedure. The design is based on requirements determined through the research 
of historical retractor advancements as well as practical experience in the modern 
field. A functional prototype was manufactured and tested through a range of 
mechanical trials to validate the conceptual viability as a self-retaining retractor. A 
conclusion will be drawn on the capability of the design to maintain stability during 




CHAPTER TWO  
LITERATURE REVIEW  
 This chapter provides an overview of the relevant anatomical and 
technical aspects to brain retractors and their application in neurosurgery.  
2.1 Anatomy and Physiology 
2.1.1 The Central Nervous System 
The central nervous system (CNS) in humans is comprised of the brain and 
spinal cord. One of the main functions of the brain is to manage incoming and 
outgoing neural signals, via axons and dendrites, through the spinal cord to 
peripheral nerves. These signals coordinate the voluntary and involuntary actions 
of muscles as well as sensory reception. The brain is also responsible for higher 
functions which include memory and learning (Moore K.L, Dalley A.F, Agur A.M, 
2014, p. 46-47). 
2.1.2 The Human Brain 
The human brain, shown in Figure 2.1, is comprised of the brainstem, the 
cerebellum, and the cerebrum. The brainstem connects the cerebellum and 
cerebrum to the spinal cord and regulates the CNS. It is also responsible for many 
autonomatic functions such as cardiac, respiratory and digestive processes. The 
brainstem also regulates other basic functions such as heart rate, body 
temperature, sleeping cycles and digestion. The cerebellum divided into two 




lobe, and posterior lobe. The cerebellum is primarily responsible for motor control. 
The cerebrum regulates higher functions including hearing, speech, vision, 
emotions. The cerebrum has a folded appearance consisting of gyri and sulci of 
which correspond to the ridges and crevices. Similar to the cerebellum, the 
cerebrum is also divided into two hemispheres which are connected by the corpus 
callosum. The brain is further segmented into regions through fissures. Major 
fissures include the longitudinal fissure which divides the two hemispheres, the 
Sylvian fissure (lateral sulcus) which segments the temporal lobe and the central 
fissure which divides the frontal and parietal lobes. The frontal, parietal, temporal, 
occipital and insula lobes are individually and collectively responsible for all higher 
functions and other sensory processing. Within the lobes are four interconnected 
cavities known as ventricles, shown in Figure 2.2. Cerebrospinal fluid is produced 
within the ventricles via the choroid plexus. Surrounding the brain is the 
membranous covering known as the cranial meninges. This is made up of the pia 
mater, arachnoid mater and dura mater. The pia mater is the immediate covering 
separated from the arachnoid mater by cerebral spinal fluid. The dura mater is the 
thick external fibrous layer which adheres to the inner layer of the calvaria (Moore 
K.L, Dalley A.F, Agur A.M, 2014, p. 865-881). 
2.1.3 The Human Skull 
The cranium is a series of bones made up from the neurocranium and the 
viscerocranium. The Neurocranium is the brain case which consists of frontal, 




connective joints known as sutures. The viscerofcranium consists of the facial 
bones that make up the lower half of the skull including the mandible (Moore K.L, 
Dalley A.F, Agur A.M, 2014, p. 822-832). The human skull and relevant bones are 
shown in Figure 2.3. Thicknesses, densities, and dimensions of the cranial bones 
vary by location, age, gender and region. In the United States humans typically 
have skulls with a lengths of approximately 175 mm and an average breadth of 
approximately 150 mm which can vary by over 20 percent (Lee Jin-Hee, Shin Su-
Jeong, Istook C.L, 2006, p. 77-83). The skull thickness is difficult to characterize 
as an overall average due to the stochastic nature of bone. One study has shown 
that female skulls experience a significantly higher amount of thinning with age 
(Lillie E.M, Urban J.E, Lynch S.K, Weaver A.A, Stitzel J.D, 2015, p. 299-307). At 
craniotomy sites the anticipated bone thickness was between 2.5-14 mm (Murty 
O.P, Mahinda H.A.M, 2009, p. 29-31). Mechanical property studies of the human 
skull have shown average compressive strengths of 200 MPa and a tensile 
strengths of 141 MPa. Torsional shear strength was approximately 30-50% of 
these strengths at approximately 65 MPa. Tests on cancellous bone exhibited 
strengths as low as 10 Mpa (Khan S.N, Warkhedkar R.M, Shyam A.K, 2014, p. 
539-543) (McElhaney J. H, et. al., 1970, p. 495-511). Although it is difficult to 
determine the exact properties, there should not be much additional variation due 
to age differences as the skull bears little weight throughout its life and retains 





Figure 2.1: Anatomy of the human brain (Moore K.L, et. al., 2014, p. 879). 






Figure 2.3: Lateral view of human skull (Moore K.L, et. al., 2014, p. 823). 
2.2 Retraction Instrument History 
2.2.1 Handheld Retractors 
The first neurosurgical retractor recorded for successful tumor resection in 
the brain was a handheld narrow spatula (Kirkpatrick D.B, 1984, p. 809-813). Early 
neurosurgeons molded pieces of metal to suitable sizes and shapes for various 




teaspoons were used for lobe retraction (Keen W.W, 1913, p. 1418-1420). During 
the early use of retractors it was noted that additional damage was caused to the 
cortical vessels by sharp and flat retractors when compared with rounded edge 
retractors (Horsley V, 1906, p. 411-423). As a result surgeons began to explore 
the use of malleable metals for retraction (Cushing H, 1909). At this time Thierry 
de Martel began exploring the benefits of securing the malleable spatula to the 
edge of the craniotomy to perform unassisted surgeries (Malis L.I, 1979, p. 626-
636). While handheld retractors are still currently in use today, there are many 
lengthy procedures that require the use of fixed retractors with one or more 
spatulas.  
 




2.2.2 Self-Retaining Retractors 
 Self-retaining retraction methods developed include soft tissue mounted, 
skull mounted, table mounted, head rest mounted, stitch and tubular retraction. 
The earliest method developed was the Weitlaner retractor which was initially used 
for holding the soft tissue apart, typically around the auditory canal (Ramamurthi 
B, 2005, p. 64). Once self-retaining retraction became more widespread, the 
Weitlaner retractor was modified for cerebellar retraction through the attachment 
of rods and ultimately flexible arms (Jannetta P.J, Selker R.G, Albin M.S, Tenicela 
R, Bennett M.H, Krieger A.J, Maroon J.C, Dunn D.K, 1973). As modern operating 
microscopes were developed, more rigid retractor systems became a requirement 
in neurosurgery for operating on deep-seated conditions (Kriss T.C, Kriss V.M, 
1998, p. 899-908). 
The De Martel retractor was one of the earlier skull mounted devices and 
consisted of a rod with a single retractor which was mounted into a hole that was 
drilled through the skull. Each rod required a hole where the bone had to be of 
adequate thickness to support the system. The Dott-Gillingham retractor was a 
modified version of the De Martel which utilized multiple retractors attached to a 
single rod. This also relied on a the thicker skull areas for successful attachment 
(Malis L.I, 1979, p. 626-636). Skull mounted retractors were further improved by 
Heifetz and Malis into a system which attached multiple rods to the mounting point, 
thus allowing for additional retractors. The disadvantage of these systems are the 




compromise the strength and stability of the retractor. The original Leyla retractor 
was also skull mounted, but to the edge of the craniotomy, thus requiring no 
additional drilling. This system used flexible jointed retractor arms to fix the 
spatulas in place but also relied on adequate skull thickness. It typically required a 
larger craniotomy while the flexible arms often caused interference between the 
surgeon and the operating site (Ramamurthi B, 2005, p. 64). The Leyla retractor 
was often destabilized due to the poor clamping contact and in some instances the 
surgeon would mount the Leyla retractor to the table to prevent the spatulas from 
shifting as a direct result of the mount shift (Fein J.M, Flamm E.S, 1985. p. 258). 
 




 Table mounted retractors eliminated some of limitations found with the skull 
mounted retractor platforms. By mounting the system to a fixed beam, the 
retraction setup and angles weren’t limited by skull thickness, position or number 
of spatulas. The major drawbacks were the possibility that retractor could move 
independent of the head and the extensions and flex arms made it difficult to 
access an already limited operating space. Due to the lengthy mounting rods, all 
movements in the system typically created an amplified retractor shift (Ramamurthi 
B, 2005, p. 64). 
 




Headrest mounted systems were developed with either circular profiles, 
such as the Budde Halo, or semicircular profiles, such as the Sugita, and typically 
allowed for a full range of adjustable attachment locations and hand rests. 
However these retractor systems were not designed for compatibility with 
alternative head clamps. The headrest mounted systems are typically stable in 
directions perpendicular to the head clamp, but the design can cause excess shift 
in directions parallel to the clamp (Singla, A, 2015, November, Personal 
Interviews). 
 





Tubular retraction was a more recent development which provides evenly 
distributed low pressure and requires only a small cortisectomy. Visibility is good 
in a transparent tube but there is generally no additional space for suction. Variants 
of tube retraction have been used as standalone retractors or with a mounted 
fixture. This method is applicable only in limited applications including 
intraventricular lesions and removing shrapnel. Another drawback that can 
potentially be damaging is the constant retraction in all directions compared to 
traditional intermittent retraction (Yadav, YR, Yadev S, Sherekar S, Parihar V, 
2011, p. 74-77). 
 Stitch retraction utilizes an atraumatic needle to suture the Sylvian fissure 
side of the temporal lobe to the temporalis muscle while gently retracting. It was 
also successfully used in the transvermian approach for removing tumors in the 
fourth ventricle. There has been no other documented use of the stitch retraction 
technique. Other than limited use, the primary drawback is that stitch retraction 
cannot be used edematous brains (Singh L, Agrawal N, 2009, p. 123-127). 
2.3 Neurosurgical Procedures and Pathology 
2.3.1 Craniotomy Procedure 
Access to the brain begins with the process to breach the skull known as a 
craniotomy which can be either keyhole sized or skull based which involve removal 




in a manner that minimizes risk of complications and allows for the least invasive 
access to the pathology (Rozet I, Vavilala M.S, 2007, p. 631-653). 
After anesthesia is administered the head is clamped in place to level the 
craniotomy site parallel to the floor. Typically a lumbar drain is used for dural sac 
decompression. A skin incision is made to allow the scalp flap to be retracted back. 
The scalpel is used to mobilize the galea, a layer of fat and fibrous tissue, until the 
bone is exposed. In the case of larger craniotomies several keyholes are made in 
the bone and connected to remove the bone flap. Once removed, the surgeon can 
cut and fold back the dura to expose the brain. Progressive retraction under 
magnification is used to reach the pathology for deep-seated lesions (Ramamurthi 
B, 2005, p. 370-373). Standard craniotomies which are commonly used in modern 
neurosurgery include anterior parasagittal, posterior parasagittal 
frontosphenotemporal, subtemporal, midline suboccipital and lateral suboccipital 
(Rozet I, Vavilala M.S, 2007, p. 631-653). 
2.3.2 Surgical Retractor Applications 
In neurosurgical procedures where access to the deep brain is required, 
retraction is essential to reach deep-seated lesions inside the brain parenchyma 
or the ventricular system. The most common craniotomies requiring retraction are 
frontosphenotemporal (pterional and orbitozygomatic). The pterional craniotomy is 
most often utilized to treat intracranial aneurysms and is achieved by retracting the 
lobes of the brain between the frontal lobe and the temporal split in the 




inner brain to locate the aneurysm (Ramamurthi B, 2005, p.858-885). The 
orbitozygomatic approach is commonly performed to treat meningiomas but can 
also be used for more advanced aneurysms such as the basilar artery 
(Ramamurthi B, 2005, p.977-1007). Other skull based tumors that can be located 
towards the center of the brain and require retraction for treatment include 
craniopharyngiomas, meningiomas, cavernous sinus tumors, and vascular 
pathologies such as brain aneurysms and arteriovenous malformations. Infections 
and inflammatory pathologies such as sarcoidosis can also be accessed and 
treated. During these surgeries the retractor is used to hold apart both the frontal 
and temporal lobes of the brain. 
Retractors can help to provide access to intraventricular tumors such as 
colloid cysts, central neurocytomas and meningiomas (Ramamurthi B, 2005, p. 
1601-1607). The retractor must maintain the opening in the brain parenchyma so 
that the deep seated lesions can be observed and operated on as needed. Other 
tumors that may require retraction, if located deep within the brain, include 
medulloblastomas, metastasis, ependymomas, gliomas and choroid plexus cysts 
(Ramamurthi B, 2005, pp.1562-1569, 1570-1576, 1536-1545). 
 Surgeries performed in the posterior fossa to specifically treat pathology 
located at the angle between the cerebellum and the brain stem. This includes 
retromastoid craniotomies, typically require retraction to maintain access. These 
pathologies could also include brain tumors such as schwannomas and 




nerves may also need treating through microvascular decompression. Additional 
surgeries within the posterior fossa that may require retraction could include 4th 
ventricular tumors as well as lesions, such as cavernomas or tumors, located in 
the cerebellum (Ramamurthi B, 2005, p.1899-1902). Self-maintaining retractors 
can be essential for surgeons operating without assistance. Retractor frames are 
sometimes used to support the scalp and temporalis muscle retraction so that 
craniotomies can be performed. This is achieved using hooks through the skin or 
in the muscle. The hooks must then be secured, especially during pterional 
craniotomies. 
2.3.3 Retractor Injury 
 Although retraction is necessary for unobstructed access to lesions within 
the brain, the focal pressure can cause irreversible damage to the patient (Barbiro-
Michaely, Efrat, Galit Bachbut, and Avraham Mayevsky, 2008). While patient 
positioning and techniques such as CSF lumbar drainage can be critical in 
reducing the need for direct retraction, swelling of the brain during or before the 
operation can make retraction unavoidable (Sugita K, 1985, p. 1-14). 
Correlations have been made that show permanent damage to the 
cerebrum occurs based on retraction time, pressure, and the ratio of arterial to 
retraction pressure (Zhong J, Manuel D, Perlin A.R, Perez-Arjona E, Park H.K, 
Diaz F.G, 2004, p. 831-838). Both aggressive and careless brain retraction can 
lead to multiple complications including hematomas, aphasia, hemiplegia, 




approximately 14.5% of all cranial and spinal neurosurgical patients had post-
operative complications (Rolston J.D, Seunggu J.H, Lau C.Y, Berger M.S, Parsa 
A.T, 2013, p. 736-745). This number has been steadily decreasing over the last 
decade as more risk factors have been identified (Cote D.J, Karhade A.V, Larsen 
A.M, Burke W.T, Castlen J.P, Smith T.R, 2016, p. 106-111). In most instances 
postoperative complications were severe. Current incidence reports have 
estimated secondary injury due to retraction to be approximately 10% in major 
cranial base tumor operations and 5% in intracranial aneurysms which represents 
a fairly significant percentage of all complications (Jadhav et al., 2007, p. 15-20). 
Other complications that are suspected to contribute to postoperative problems 
are negligent positioning or overzealous tightening of skull clamps as well as 
overall operating time (Beuriat P.A, Jacquesson T, Jouanneau E, Berhouma M, 
2016, p. 289-294). 
2.4 Analysis of Modern Neurosurgical Retraction 
2.4.1 Drawbacks of Current Self-Retaining Retractor Systems  
All methods of self-retaining retraction offer the ability to maintain consistent 
pressure but there are several disadvantages to these modern methods. Skull 
mounted retractors may require the drilling of holes for setup which could fracture 
the calvaria due to poor bone thickness and density (Malis L.I, 1979, p. 626-636). 
Retractor mounts that allowed for multiple blades along a single rod had identical 




adequate skull thickness due to the added weight and stresses. The self-retaining 
Leyla retractor added flexible arms but still maintained similar difficulties in 
achieving a consistently functional setup and was limited to two retraction 
instruments (Rhoton A.L. Jr, 1976, p. 211-219). Flexible arms add more versatile 
access points for the spatulas but the lengthy protrusions cause interference with 
the surgeon’s access (Sugita K, 1985, p. 1-14). In addition, single point mounting 
systems on a contoured edge are unable to be stable platforms and often need 
adjustment (Fein J.M, Flamm E.S, 1985. P. 258-259). The primary benefits to skull 
mounted retractors are rapid setup and minimizing independent movements 
between the brain and the retractor (Greenberg I.M, 1981. p. 205-208). 
The most commonly used retractors currently are table and head clamp 
mounted which offer customization for multiple retractor blades. Table mounted 
retractors have a more rapid setup but result in the least stability due to the longer 
mount. Head clamp mounted retractors typically have a sterile sheet over the 
patient which inhibits a good mating clamp to the head mount. Most flex arms must 
be constantly supported by resting against the halo frame. These issues increase 
the potential for independent head and brain movements and spatula slippage 
(Greenberg I.M, 1981. p. 205-208). Both types of modern retractors have 
protruding retractor arms which often interfere with the surgeon's ability to perform 
the surgery (Yasargil MG, Fox I L, 1974, p. 393-398) (Sugita K, 1985, p. 1-14). 
Elevated retractor arms also offer poor leverage, frequently cause slippage while 




The retraction process can be time consuming for certain positions as it can be 
difficult to reach the lobe that needs retraction due to the length or the angle. The 
headrest mounted retractors also have proprietary designs that are not compatible 
with other head clamps (Singla, A, 2015, November, Personal Interviews). 
2.4.2 Design and Process Considerations 
In theory, the most stable mounting platform for a retractor would be fixed 
to the skull to eliminate independent head movements. While there is no history of 
attempts to revisit the skull mounted concept, the first important element of a 
successful retractor system is the stability of the mounting platform to prevent 
independent movements of the brain and retractor. A customizable, modular 
system with sufficient access around a 50-100 mm craniotomy is also important to 
more easily place retractor blades. Spatulas or spatula holders should be 
adjustable along all 3 axis to allow for positioning. Evenly distributed retraction 
pressure is necessary to prevent contusion. To avoid necrosis during the operation 
there should be no additional pressure or contact to the epidermis or other soft 
tissues (Andrews R.J, Bringes J.R, 1993, p. 1052-1064). Rapid attachment and 
removal of multiple retractors & instruments would help to expedite the surgery 
and improve intermittent retraction capability (Sekhar L.N, Bucur S.D, Fuentes G, 
1999, p. 1-11). All operation should be able to be performed by the surgeon from 
a seated position while utilizing the microscope. A lower profile Retractor mount 
with curved spatulas would minimize interference during the operation. A retractor 




spatula slippage (Greenberg I.M, 1981. p. 205-208). Compatibility with the majority 
of human skull and brain sizes and shapes is important to maintain usability across 





CHAPTER THREE  
METHODOLOGY 
3.1 The Development Process 
The process utilized in this thesis to develop an advantageous retraction 
device was based on several elements from Design for Six Sigma (Concept Design 
Optimize Verify), partial guidelines for high risk product development processes 
and a mixed methods experiment. Both quantitative and qualitative characteristics 
were required for analysis to due to the iterative nature of product improvement 
and lack of available data on currently existing retractor models. Obtaining current 
retractor models for analysis would have required a significant financial investment 
that exceeded the limitations of this research. Thus conclusions were based on the 
ability of the design to meet or improve upon critical categorical features (ordinal 
data) while exceeding measurable qualities that were a perceived requirement for 
a successful procedure (Ulrich K.T, Eppinger S.D, 2015). With multiple variants of 
retraction devices already in use for modern neurosurgery, the primary goal was 
design improvement of the mounting base for accessory and spatula attachment. 
Once a suitable design base was selected it was prototyped, revised and tested 






Figure 3.1: Process flow of the development of the retractor system. 
3.2 Literature Review 
3.2.1 Anatomy and Procedure 
The intent of the literature review was to determine and understand all 
aspects of neurosurgical retraction. After reviewing the anatomy and functions of 
the human central nervous system, brain and skull, modern surgical processes 
requiring retraction were researched. The history of neurosurgical retractor 
development was outlined as well. Case studies, and post-operative complication 
statistics were reviewed to gain a general understanding of the varying patient 
population and consequences of lengthy or aggressive retraction. 
3.2.2 Analysis of Current Designs 
To successfully design an improved retractor modern retraction techniques 




retraction techniques were used as the basis to determine both critical and 
desirable customer requirements. Interviews and follow up discussions were 
conducted with a neurosurgical expert to determine key unresolved issues in 
modern neurosurgical retraction. These key issues were compared to the 
capabilities of current retractors to identify the benefits and shortcomings of each. 
3.3 Concept Generation 
3.3.1 Customer Requirements 
Determining the customer requirements was the basis for developing a 
successful retractor that could be assessed for any measurable qualities of the 
system. The customer requirements were grouped into categories to differentiate 
between mandatory features and secondary desirable features which are shown 
in Table 3.1. Each of these requirements were highlighted for specific roles in 
assisting with a successful retraction while reducing fatigue, accidents, and 
operating time. With the customer requirements established, several 3D computer 
aided design (CAD) drawings were made to a 1:1 scale. At this point the focus was 
only on designing a retractor base that might meet the critical requirements 
necessary for a platform that could maintain a successful retraction during a 
surgical operation. Desirable features were recorded as a potential rather than 
being included at this stage. Attachments were not finalized until a later stage but 




mandatory. These platforms were updated as needed through bodystorming with 
the advice of experts in engineering and neurosurgical fields. 






Non-contact mounting - Minimal contact with external patient tissue. 
Contact with exposed bone or surgical equipment was considered 
acceptable. 
2 
Stability - Must resist or prevent undesirable movement in all 
directions when forces are applied. 
3 
Modular - Ability to add or remove accessories around the 
circumference of the surgical opening. 
4 
Accessibility - Allows the surgeon to easily access the surgical site 
with surgical instruments. Minimize clutter. 
5 
Retraction ability - Attached Spatula must be capable of near 360 
degree spherical access to the surgical site. 
6 
Sanitation - Must be constructed of materials that allow for sanitation 
in standard autoclaves. 
7 
Ease of use - Rapid setup, rapid retraction and release are features 
that will contribute to lower operating times. 
  Desirable 
1 
Low Cost - This is primarily driven by material and machinability. 
Complicated geometry takes longer to produce and increases scrap 
which contributes to the increased costs. 
2 
Standardization - Ability to add mounts that attach commonly 
used/sized spatulas or other instruments. 
3 
Low maintenance - Devices that require more frequent maintenance 
can be a poor fit for a hospital setting when other options are 
available. 
4 
Lightweight - Lighter devices can be less fatiguing to setup or adjust 
if needed during the operation. 
 
Before drafting a prototype, all systems historically used for retraction were 
researched. These included skull mounted, soft tissue mounted, table mounted, 




improving each type of fixture used for retraction were considered based on 
successes and drawbacks. The Pugh concept selection was used to determine the 
most optimal platform for meeting the customer requirements and an improved 
retractor platform. Secondary requirements were also considered as possible, 
impossible, or indefinite. The final concept was the base for all future revisions and 
added features. (Ulrich K.T, Eppinger S.D, 2015). The selection key is shown in 
Table 3.2.  



































# Criteria  
         
1 Non-contact 0 -1 0 0 0 
2 Stability 1 1 0 0 -1 
3 Modular 1 0 1 1 -1 
4 Accessibility 1 1 0 0 -1 
5 Retraction 1 1 1 1 1 
6 Sanitation 0 0 0 0 0 
7 Ease of use 0 1 0 0 0 Primary Criteria 
  Subtotal 4 3 2 2 -2 1 Exceed 
1 Cost 0 1 0 0 1 0 Meet 
2 Standardization 0 -1 0 0 1 -1 Fail 
3 Maintenance 1 1 0 0 1 Secondary Criteria 
4 Weight 1 1 -1 0 1 1 Possible 
  
Subtotal 2 2 -1 0 4 0 Indefinite 
Total 6 5 1 2 2 -1 Impossible 
 
The primary benefit to a skull mounted retractor was a rigid retraction that 
was directly linked to the bone which eliminated independent head movements 




to the table or headrest there were less factors contributing to spatula shift. The 
primary shortcoming was the structural instability that resulted from mounting an 
object to a narrow attachment point with a long moment arm on the edge of the 
craniotomy. This effectively magnified the force applied to the bone which could 
potentially break off due to a combination of low shear strength and thickness of 
the bone. 
Additional problems included the drilling of additional holes in the skull 
which further compromised the strength of the mounting point, limited accessibility 
to operating site and ultimately resulted in an unreliable system. Adequate skull 
thickness was essential due to added weight and stresses. Flexible arms added 
more versatile access points for the spatulas but still maintained similar difficulties 
in achieving a consistently functional setup. While externally mounted retractor 
platforms with attached flexible arms were introduced, there is no history of 
attempts to revisit a modular skull mounted concept. It was hypothesized that a 
low profile retractor platform could be developed with a multi-point skull mount to 
provide stability and a surrounding attached perimeter to provide real estate for 
retractor attachments. Adding additional adjoined attachment points around the 
edge of the craniotomy were expected to provide a stable, low profile, non-
cluttered platform to which spatulas or flexible arms could be attached. In this 
design it was preferred to avoid the use of flexible arms if possible, as they were 
also prone to accidental movement through contact or if the mount shifted. By 




trauma was minimized. However, to compensate for the lack of flexible arms the 
new mount needed to be designed in such a way that the rigid arms were able to 
maintain similar versatility. To improve upon the historical complications of a skull 
mounted retractor, four different concepts were sketched and drafted as computer 
aided drawings (CAD). 
3.3.2 Concept Generation 
Concept 1, shown in Figure 3.2, was the first attempt at drafting a 3D mount 
that could be rapidly fixed to the skull. The tightening action was intended to be 
operated similar to a quick release bar clamp. A ratchet or similar mechanism 
would increase the tension between the mounting points. With two of the three 
attachment points adjustable to equidistant locations, this platform could have 
been fixed to any diameter opening. The semicircular ring around the perimeter 
would have served as the attachment point for spatulas or other devices. It was 
anticipated that this design would have issues with skull curvature because all of 
the mounting points were coplanar. Without an additional axis of adjustment or a 
hinge in the middle to provide for angular adjustments of the mounting points this 
design would have had stability issues that would require additional joints within 
the mounting arms. Another expected issue was that, due to the low profile and 
location of the mechanisms, the quick release slide was not easily accessible. 
Combined with the coplanar mounting points, this would make setup and 
orientation difficult depending on the contour of the skull and could also cause the 





Figure 3.2: Concept 1 CAD model draft. 
Concept 2, shown in Figure 3.3, was designed to provide a more adaptable 
mounting system than the first concept. Three mounting arms were to be 
positioned to provide optimal angles that fixed to varying diameter openings in the 
skull. Threaded rods allowed the arms to individually extended or retract. A central, 
slotted hinge allowed for a third dimensional adjustment which provided greater 
flexibility and more easily configured mounting points. By tilting the arms instead 




addition, the slide within the hinge provided the means to increase or decrease the 
overall halo diameter to assist the single mount side with reaching the edge of a 
smaller craniotomy. Cutouts around the perimeter of the halo were intended to 
provide stable attachment of spatulas and accessories. The largest shortcoming 
with this device was that the slots around the halo were preset which limited 
customization and positioning of attachments. It was expected that this design 
would have issues matching the contour of the skull due to the limited positions for 
mounting arms and spatulas. Precise lateral or rotational movement of the 
mounting arms incorporated into a design could have provided more stability. 
 




Concept 3, shown in Figure 3.4, was the third draft of a retraction platform 
and included a near 360 degree mounting platform with an inner ring to rest the 
spatula or hands as needed. The mounting arms were intended to be retractable 
to accommodate a range of different sized craniotomies. To add versatility to the 
coplanar mounting points, the inner ring and mounting arm bases would have been 
designed with joints that provide a minor degree of angular rotation. This would 
have allowed the center ring to slide upward and angle the mounting points to more 
closely match the contour of the skull which is essential for a secure fit to the 
craniotomy. 
 




Once assembled, this mount would have likely been difficult to take apart 
for any needed maintenance or repair. Other anticipated problems included a 
potential lack of stability due to the fixed equidistant spacing between the mounting 
arms. Additional hinge or rotational joints added to the system would have 
lengthened setup and removal times. This concept may also have had difficulty 
attaching to asymmetrical openings and contours. 
Concept 4, shown in Figure 3.5, was the final concept drafted of a skull 
mounted platform. Retractable mounting arms were intended to be clamped to 
base of the halo perimeter to slide in either direction and provide a more 
customizable, adaptable mounting configuration. The hinge across the center of 
the halo added the 3rd dimension needed to better match skull contouring while 
the mounting arms were able to be extended or retracted as needed. By tightening 
the three mounting arms outward against the edge of the craniotomy the fixture 
was predicted to have adequate stability. The preset angles of the mounting arms 
further lowered the halo to the craniotomy opening which was expected to benefit 
the overall retraction process. Lowering the attachment point decreased the 
amount of force required to initiate and maintain spatula retraction pressure as well 
as providing more room for the surgeon’s hands. The near 360 degree adjustability 
of the mounting points allows the surgeon to rotate the halo as needed for a more 
adequate fit to the site opening. The primary drawback of this design is the time 
consumption required to attach and adjust the platform on the craniotomy. While 




release features, the mount and halo may take longer to remove. This concept 
may also have difficulty with asymmetrical openings and severe contours which 
could result in increased setup times. As with all of the skull mounted concepts, 
the thicknesses of the skull regions where clamping occurs are expected to be the 
critical points that required additional testing and monitoring. Compressive, shear, 
and torsional forces have the potential to crack thinner bone and cause secondary 
damage. 
 




3.4 Concept Design and Selection 
3.4.1 Concept Screening 
 The Pugh concept selection was used again to compare the four concepts 
and determine the most viable potential for meeting the customer requirements. 
Concepts were evaluated on a perceived success basis following the previously 
established selection criteria was based on levels of meet, exceed, or fail as shown 
in Table 3.2. The first seven mandatory criteria were judged initially to eliminate 
the least optimal concepts. The outcome of the remaining desirable characteristics 
determined that concept 4 was the most likely to meet all customer requirements. 
The results of the Pugh concept selection matrix are shown in Table 3.3. 
 Concept 1 and 2 both lacked inherently stable systems due to the 
limited mounting positions. Concept 1 relied on a single, relatively long, sliding 
shaft to tighten the device to an opening. This resulted in limited access to adjust 
the spatulas on the side where the shaft was located. Stability was also a problem 
due to the coplanarity of the mounting clamps and curvature of the skull shape. 
Concept 2 may have caused issues due to the notch system along the outer 
perimeter of the halo. This limits the mounts and spatulas to a preset number of 
positions. For flex arms this may have been an acceptable approach. The slotted 
hinge connecting the halo halves would expedite setup at the expense of additional 
locations to fix spatula mounts. Orientation would be limited, especially when 
attaching to craniotomies in the temporal region. Concepts 3 and 4 had similar 




difficulties with maintenance replacement component installation in concept 3 was 
the justification for building a mounting platform based off of concept 4 





































# Criteria     
1 Non-contact 0 0 0 0 
2 Stability 0 0 1 1 
3 Modular 1 1 1 1 
4 Accessibility 1 1 1 1 
5 Retraction 0 0 1 1 
6 Sanitation 0 0 0 0 
7 Ease of use 1 1 0 0 
  Subtotal 3 3 4 4 
1 Cost 0 0 0 0 
2 Standardization 0 0 0 0 
3 Maintenance 1 1 0 1 
4 Weight 0 1 1 1 
  
Subtotal 1 2 1 2 




3.4.2 Rapid Prototyping – First Iteration 
A simple prototype was printed on a Stratysys uPrint SE Plus Desktop 3D 
Printer using ABS-p430 XL thermoplastic to significantly decrease manufacturing 
time for fitment purposes. Although the resin had relatively weak material 
properties it was easier to modify for form, fit or function for an initial fit than with a 
machined metal assembly. The outer diameter of the halo was approximately 165 




craniotomies with diameters of up to 110 mm. Longer arms were at risk for 
breaking due to the relatively weak resin so the mounting housings were extended 
to provide reinforcement for the 3D printed model only. The mounts were angled 
upwards 10 degrees to account for skull curvature and create a lower profile. The 
mounted prototype is shown in Figure 3.6. 
As part of the bodystorming exercise the retractor mount was fixed to a 
mock craniotomy in the temporal region of a Phacon skull model. The temporal 
region was chosen due to the bone thinness and expectation to test worst case 
scenarios. Phacon material is manufactured to be an imitation bone while intact, 
but the core is foam filled to allow for successful contour printing. This excessively 
compromises the structure once the interior is exposed on one edge and a 
clamping force is applied. Bone was predicted to retain better properties despite 
an exposed cross section (Lillie E.M, et al., 2015, p. 299-307). The skull 
dimensions were as follows, measured by long jaw Vernier calipers: circumference 
of 552 mm, length of 175 mm, breadth of 152 mm and cephalic index of 87 
(Fernanda C.M.F, de Araujo T.M, Vogel C.J, Quintão C.C.A, 2013, p. 159-163). In 
positioning the retractor mount to the craniotomy, contact was made with the 
zygomatic arch by the mounting arm housing in all positions between the external 
acoustic meatus and the zygomatic bone. The thicker housing was intended for 
the prototype only, but the cephalic index of this skull also indicated a 
hyperbrachycephalic which shape should have been among the most optimal 




were more at risk for contact due to their lack of curvature. To account for this 
variation and maintain the non-contact criteria for longer and flatter skulls, the halo 
modifications were needed to further elevated away from the craniotomy. 
The concept was manufactured with self-locking mounting arms shown in 
Figure 3.7. These were adjustable for skull thicknesses between 2-6 mm and used 
a hinged mechanism to clamp with a pressure when tightened. The angled slot 
was used to guide the edge of the skull into place and prevent the clamp from 
being pushed downward into the brain. The intention was to have a rapid attach 
and releasing mechanism such as a ratchet that didn’t involve lengthy adjustment 
periods as seen with the 4-40 fine pitch screws. Static equilibrium indicated that 
the clamp should have provided a force equal to the opposing force of the arm 
being retracted provided an equidistant hinge. The concept was initially designed 
to rely on the outward tensioning force of the arms for stability rather than the 
clamping force to avoid damaging thinner bony structure. 
Based on a tightening force of approximately 10 N exerted on the 4-40 
screw, the combined outward tensioning force between the three mounting arms 
was approximately 1000 N. This translated to near 500 N per clamp if perfectly 
mounted (McCulley R, Arumala, J, Yilmaz, E, 2000). However, it was determined 
that the hinged mechanism was not be a suitable concept for this application for 
several reasons. A 1 Newton load on the apparatus caused the halo to loosen and 
make contact with the skull which was deemed unacceptable despite being a 




degree of force to the prototype but this was primarily due to the unidirectional 
clamp. Without any rotational angles the clamps made poor contact with the 
contoured skull surfaces. This hinged concept was redesigned into a simpler clamp 
which incorporated rotation. To ensure the mount avoided unnecessary contact 
with the patient, additional research was done to determine worst case skull 





Figure 3.6: First iteration 3D printed prototype mounted on Phacon skull model. 
 
Figure 3.7: First iteration mounting arm with hinged clamp. 
3.4.3 Rapid Prototyping – Second Iteration 
Several modifications were made to the CAD model to address concerns 
with the initial model. Preliminary brackets were added to test the concept of 
allowing mounting arms to be repositioned around the perimeter of the halo. The 
mounting brackets were shortened while the mounting arms were widened to 
compensate for the low flexural strength of the resin. Wider arms allowed for the 
addition of a more robust clamp and a separate tightening mechanism accessed 
through an opening in the top of the mounting arm. The halo profile was readjusted 
to a more circular shape to ensure the sliding arms extend to the center of the 
apparatus for a balanced mounting pattern. To accommodate a larger variation in 
skull profile and contours, the 10 degree angled mounting arms were reduced to 5 
degrees to increase the margins between the halo and the skull. The changes to 
the mounting clamps are shown in Figure 3.8 and the compilation of all of the 




The completed model was 3D printed again on the uPrint in ABS. The 
redesigned outer diameter halo was approximately 159 mm. with 70 mm. 
retractable mounting arms. Attachment to craniotomy openings of up to 90 mm in 
diameter was possible which could have increased to 110 mm. after minor 
modifications to the arms. The platform could also be scaled up or a second set of 
mounting arms designed for compatibility with larger craniotomy diameters than 
110 mm. The clamps were able to mount to bone thicknesses of up to 6.5 mm 
which still needed improvement to at least 9 mm to fit a wider population (Murty 
O.P, Mahinda H.A.M, 2009, p. 29-31). The second iteration is shown mounted on 
the Phacon skull in Figure 3.9. 
 











Figure 3.10: Second iteration 3D printed prototype mounted on the Phacon skull. 
The second iteration retractor base was fixed to the temporal craniotomy of 
the Phacon skull model. Mounting arms positioned over the external acoustic 
meatus no longer made contact with the zygomatic bone with several millimeters 
of clearance. For this type of craniotomy the second iteration mounting arm also 




zygomatic bone without additional contact. To correct this, the arms could have 
been designed with reduced angle to further lift the halo from the skull but the 
higher profile would make surgical access more difficult as well as retraction. The 
primary complication with this model was the rotational ability of the mounting 
clamps. Although they made adequate contact, the 360 degree rotation made it 
difficult to tighten or loosen effectively. Overall the second was successfully 
mounted to an opening in the skull while retaining a low profile and resisting 
directional forces of a 20N spring scale with measurable displacement within the 
capabilities of the dial indicators. The clamps appeared to have a successful 
adhesion to the craniotomy. It was anticipated that a metal machined version would 
be stable enough for quantitative testing. 
3.4.4 Machinability Improvements – Third Iteration 
With the base retraction platform selected, revisions were made for practical 
functional improvement. Dimension and tolerancing was considered at this stage 
in anticipation of machining a prototype assembly. Additional research was done 
to determine worst case skull shapes, contours and thicknesses at the craniotomy 
site. A worst case scenario was considered to minimize fracturing thinner bone 
locations as well as avoid unnecessary contact with the patient 
To improve both usability of the updated concept, several changes were 
made based on observations from the 3D printed model. The central hinge of the 
halo was also offset so the rounded top of the halo remained flush across the 




when attached to the craniotomy. This change is shown in Figure 3.11. The profile 
of the clamp was redesigned to limit the rotational movement to a 90 degree arc. 
The mounting clamps were also modified to accommodate bone thicknesses of up 
to 9mm. A slot was added to the mounting arms to prevent them from falling out if 
extended too far. The modified mounting arm and clamp is shown in Figure 3.12 
The mounting arm housings were shortened further and left open at the back to 
allow for a more rapid attachment rather than tightening with a fine pitch screw.  
Due to the additive nature of the rapid prototyping process, additional 
changes needed to be made to the design features and geometry that were 
otherwise unable to be machined. The mounting brackets were divided into several 
subassemblies to allow for traditional manufacturing which are shown in Figure 
3.13. The relocation of the central hinge through the halo eliminated an additional 
re-zeroing process during machining and the tolerances were adjusted for any 
parts that required precise clearances or fitment. Once finalized, the retractor base 
was machined out of T6061-T6 aluminum. The third iteration concept is shown 
completed in Figure 3.14. 
 






Figure 3.12: Third iteration - rotation limited mounting clamps. 
 





Figure 3.14: Third iteration CAD design of the skull mounted retractor concept. 
3.4.5 Prototype Material Selection 
The specific material requirement for the experiment was to support up to 
150N applied to the frame with near negligible deformation for the majority of the 
tests. Permanent deformation was considered unacceptable. The optimal 
materials found for similar medical applications were varying grades of stainless 
steels and titanium alloys which aren’t typically practical for prototype fabrication. 
To avoid additional expenses, extended machining time and difficulties routing 
complicated contours, alternative materials were researched. 6061-T6 Aluminum 




To ensure that the material was adequate for the expected stress 
concentrations under maximum loading, SolidWorks Simulation Analysis was used 
to find the von Mises stresses within the assembly. These stresses are shown in 
Figure 3.15. Von Mises was chosen for its relation to ductile materials such as the 
aluminum prototype (Mott R.L, 2010). To constrain the model, the mounting 
clamps were placed under a conservative 250 N total clamping force. A commonly 
accepted force to securely tighten a steel 4-40 screw is approximately 1.1 N-m 
achieved with a standard hex key (Jones F.D, Ryffel H.H, Oberg E, McCauley C.J, 
Heald R.M, 2004). This translated to an estimated 500N clamping force (McCulley 
R, Arumala, J, Yilmaz, E, 2000). With a surface area of 28.22 mm2, the resultant 
pressure was 17 MPa which shouldn’t damage bone. However, depending on the 
skull curvature and contact surface of the clamp, the hardness may be 
compromised. The yield strength of the skull model was approximately 31 MPa, 
thus damage to the skull model was expected by fatiguing the thinner surfaces or 
if overtightened. If the clamping force was concentrated on a smaller than optimal 
surface area, there may be a slight risk to damage thinner bone during surgery. 
A 20 N axial force was applied axially to the clamp as a conservative 
estimate for overzealous outward tightening of the mounts against the skull edge. 
A 150 N force was applied as a downward moment arm to the edge of the halo to 
simulate the maximum force exerted during testing. Figure 3.15 shows the 
constraining forces used in the simulation. The maximum expected stress on this 




ring underwent stresses of approximately 100 MPa. Compared to the yield strength 
of aluminum 6060-T6 of 276 MPa, this indicated that the material was adequate 
for testing (MatWeb Material Property Data, 2018, Aluminum 6061-T6). 
 
Figure 3.15: von Mises stress in SolidWorks Simulation Analysis. 
 




3.4.6 Prototype Machining 
The retractor platform was machined on a Bridgeport 3-axis vertical mill and 
Tormach 1100 CNC mill. The halo required custom fixturing with seven additional 
holes for temporary 4-40 screws to secure it in place while machining. Once 
completed, the central hinge was secured with two 10-32 screws. All other clamps 
and moving parts were secured with 4-40 screws. A sample spatula was machined 
with a mating bracket for test fitment. While the third iteration design was still too 
bulky and complicated to easily adjust all of the screws it served as an adequate 
testing platform for the proof of concept. The machined prototype is shown 
mounted to the Phacon skull model in Figure 3.17. 
Once the machine prototype was mounted to the Phacon skull, it was 
placed in a test fixture designed to immobilize the skull while the retractor base 
was subjected to external forces. Maximum displacement was measured through 
a series of instruments to determine the maximum retractor shift that could occur 
through accidental contact during surgery. The test fixture was approximately 610 
mm by 280 mm and mounted to a larger base. The opening to encase the skull 
was 184 mm. by 183 mm. Steel anchors were used to secure the Phacon skull 
within the fixture. One anchor was routed through the fixture wall and the foramen 
magnum. The second anchor went through the bottom base of the fixture and 
through an opening drilled in the right parietal bone. The completed fixture 
measuring displacement at a radial force of 20N is shown in Figure 3.18. The 




The test platform allowed for multi-directional forces to be applied through 
spring scales and displacement of the retractor system to be measured with dial 
indicators. A 0-20N Pasco ME 9513 and 0-200N Pesola Macro Line 80196 spring 
scale were used depending on the resolution needed. Mitutoyo No.513-402 0.0005 
x 0.030” and Precision Aerospace .001 x 1" resolution test indicators were used to 
measure the displacement. These were held in place by dial indicator test stand 
with a weighted base and dual adjustable poles.  
 










Figure 3.18: Stabilizing anchors within Phacon skull. 
3.5 Concept Testing 
The primary goal of testing was to characterize the stability of the retractor 
base and how securely it mounted to the skull. A Finite Element Analysis was run 
on the retractor mount in SolidWorks at maximum forces of 150 N to model the 
worst case displacements. These optimal results were compared to the 
experimental results to determine how much improvement was feasible on the 
overall stability. The retractor mount underwent testing to simulate a range forces 
equivalent to accidental collisions and impacts during operation. The displacement 
measured was related to the rigidly mounted spatula to determine the worst case 
scenario retractor shift during surgery. Applied forces were measured from 10 to 
150 Newtons in increments of 10 Newtons. Five trials were recorded per force 




different radial directions, 2 opposing tangential forces to each of the 3 mounting 
arms and a single worst case perpendicular force acting as a cantilever moment. 
Figure 3.18 shows the directional forces. Within this paper, radial forces refer to 
the 8 lateral forces applied to the halo; torque refers to the 6 tangential forces 
applied to the mounting arms; moment refers to the single force, perpendicular to 
the halo, that acts as a cantilever moment arm.  
Tests were carried out over 3 different mounted configurations based on 
where the mounting arms were positioned to simulate the possibilities that could 
occur while fixing the mount to the craniotomy. These included internal mounting 
arm angles of 180°/90°/90°, 150°/150°/30° and 120°/120°/120°. Figure 3.19 shows 
the mounting configurations measured in the testing. The results of the three 
configurations were analyzed to determine if there was a significant statistical 
difference over the average of the different tests. All tests were conducted on a 
frontotemporal craniotomy of approximately 52 mm in length by 34 mm in breadth. 






Figure 3.18: Mounting configurations tested for displacement.  
The displacement data of the retractor base was recorded over all trials and 
graphed as scatter plots against each of the 3 configurations. A General Linear 
Model (GLM) Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was calculated in Minitab Statistical 
Software to gain an understanding of each configuration affected the 
displacement. The objective was to determine if there was a statistical and 
practical difference in displacement at applied forces of 150 Newtons across the 3 
different configurations. To reduce the probability of a type 1 error, or false positive 
error, Tukey’s method was used to create confidence intervals for pairwise 
differences. Residual plots were also examined to determine the adequacy of the 
model. In the case of models that did not meet assumptions a non parametric test 
was explored. These worst case displacement scenarios were used to determine 
the maximum potential shift during retraction to any attached spatulas. All results 




There is currently no data to support an expected range of external forces 
that might impact the retractor system during operation. These are typically 
accidental and would vary significantly by person and compound movement 
performed. For example an elbow hitting the retractor would cause magnitudes 
greater force than a finger or hand simply due to stronger muscles contracting 
certain movements. However, a reasonable estimate was obtained through a study 
of measured forces exerted in prosthetic arm while completing arbitrary tasks. 
Because general arm movements are the cause of impacts to a retractor system, 
the maximum forces measured in the study were considered a reasonable 
baseline for forces that may be accidentally applied by the operator during 
operation. The average forces by a casually adjusted arm or hand were shown to 
be less than 50 N (Schearer E.M, Yu-Wei Liao, Perreault E.J, 2014, p. 654-663). 
Testing the design capabilities up to 150 N allowed a safety factor and margin of 
error to be included. A reasonable expected spatula shift during the surgery was 
concluded and discussed in relation to potential traumatic injury of the brain. 
3.6 Optimize Final Design 
 Once the retractor base reached a design phase that met the stability 
requirements of neurosurgical operations, the attachment devices were drafted 
and modeled. These primarily consisted of modular, fully directional, quick release 
mounts for spatulas. Any structural, manufacturing or cosmetic modifications to the 




based on compatible physical properties and machinability. Additional future work 




CHAPTER FOUR  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Finite Element Analysis 
A Finite Element Analysis method was performed in SolidWorks to 
determine a theoretical displacement or deformation of the retractor mount during 
testing at the maximum applied force. The retractor mount was attached to a semi-
spherical mock “skull” section for the analysis to closely simulate the actual setup 
and determine the deflection if the system were perfectly seated on the craniotomy. 
Limitations with the software did not allow for additional clamping forces to be 
applied. The orifice was 50 mm in diameter and the thickness of the simulated 
“bone” was 3 mm. Estimated properties of the “bone” are displayed in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Estimated mechanical properties of cranial bone. 
Mechanical Properties of Skull 
Mechanical Property Value Units 
Elastic Modulus 50 MPa 
Poisson's Ratio 0.49 N/A 
Shear Modulus 1000 MPa 
Mass Density 1800 kg/m^3 
Tensile Strength 35 MPa 
Compressive Strength 70 MPa 
 
 The worst case scenario for Configuration C, at a moment force of 150 N, 
is shown in Figure 4.1. A total of 45 simulations were run which included each 
configuration and force type at 150 N, which was the maximum force applied in the 





Figure 4.1: Worst case displacement at 150 N for Configuration C. 
Simulation Displacement (mm) 
 A   B   C 







0.41 0.44 0.37 
0.41 0.44 0.37 
0.29 0.34 0.35 
0.29 0.34 0.35 
0.40 0.34 0.35 
0.40 0.34 0.35 
Radial 
0.23 0.17 0.16 
0.16 0.16 0.16 
0.24 0.18 0.18 
0.13 0.18 0.19 
0.54 0.43 0.33 
0.17 0.22 0.33 
0.15 0.27 0.37 
0.13 0.39 0.26 
 




Because the model was fixed at the mount, it simulated a perfectly rigid fit 
and the most optimal and minimal displacement possible for the prototype. 
Realistically it was expected that the prototype would have a significant margin of 
error compared to fixed mounting points as it was more likely to loosen under load. 
It should be noted that the usefulness of 3D modeling in this instance is extremely 
limited as it can’t illustrate all of the possibilities that could occur during a surgery. 
Successful trials of different neurosurgeries provide more relevant data regarding 
improvements in operation time and reduced secondary injuries. 
4.2 Experimental Results 
Once the trials were complete, the data was organized and coded by both 
configuration and test type. A General Linear Model (GLM) Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) was chosen to compare difference in means across the 3 configurations. 
The purpose was to determine if either configuration resulted in a statistically more 
or statistically less stable retractor mount. To accurately compare the mean 
displacements, the tests were separated by moment, torque and radial test types. 
This was primarily due to the different nature and number of factors involved in the 
tests and the inability to otherwise meet assumptions required to run an ANOVA 
or nonparametric test. 
4.2.1 General Linear Model – Radial Force Analysis 
The radial displacement means were compared with a GLM through Minitab 




through analysis of the residuals as well as a test for equal variances. An optimal 
Box Cox transformation of λ = 0.3 was applied to transform the data for better 
fitment in the model. If the assumptions required to run the ANOVA were unable 
to be met, a nonparametric approach was investigated. If the assumptions were 
met, a Tukey’s pairwise comparison was used to create confidence intervals for 
the pairwise differences and estimate which means were different. A main effects 
plot was used to graphically display the magnitude in which the radial displacement 
was affected relative to the 3 configurations. 
 
Method   General Linear Model 
Null hypothesis  H₀: All means are equal 
Alternative hypothesis  HA: At least one mean is different 
 




Factor coding           (-1, 0, +1) 
 
Box-Cox transformation 
Rounded λ               0.307753 
Estimated λ             0.307753 
95% CI for λ            (0.265253, 0.351253) 
 
Analysis of Variance for Transformed Response 
 
Source                    DF   Adj SS   Adj MS  F-Value  P-Value 
  Force-Radial            14  26.2193  1.87281   500.48    0.000 
  Configuration-Radial     2   1.5290  0.76452   204.31    0.000 
  Direction-Radial         7   0.1365  0.01951     5.21    0.000 
Error                   1776   6.6458  0.00374 
  Lack-of-Fit            336   1.0275  0.00306     0.78    0.997 
  Pure Error            1440   5.6183  0.00390 
Total                   1799  34.5307 
 
 
Model Summary for Transformed Response 
 
        S    R-sq  R-sq(adj)  R-sq(pred) 




Figure 4.2: General Linear Model for radial forces. 
Based on the analysis and the p-values of less than 0.05, the null 
hypothesis was rejected and it was concluded that at least one mean was different. 
The residuals were also examined to determine if the ANOVA met the required 
assumptions. 
 
Figure 4.3: Residual plots of displacement from radial forces. 
The normal probability plot of residuals appeared to show a distribution with 
several outliers or short tails which indicated a non-normal population. The 
residuals vs. fits appeared to be equally distributed about the zero line but with an 






Method   Test for Equal Variances (for non-normal distribution) 
Null hypothesis  H₀: All variances are equal 
Alternative hypothesis  HA: At least one variance is different 
 
Figure 4.4: Test for Equal Variances of displacement from radial forces. 
With a p-value of α < 0.05, it was concluded that at least one variance was 
different. However, despite the optimal Box Cox transformation, the assumptions 
for an ANOVA were not met which could have caused confidence intervals or p-
values to be suspect. However the ANOVA is a fairly robust test when enough 
data points are collected. The histogram showed a normal distribution which 




ANOVA. The analysis was continued with a Tukey’s pairwise comparison. To 
reduce the probability of a Type 1 error, a nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test was 
used to verify the results. 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Tukey pairwise comparisons of displacement for radial forces. 
 The Tukey pairwise comparison for radial displacement vs configuration 




level of verification the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test for comparison of 
medians was run. 
 
Figure 4.6: Kruskal-Wallis test on displacement of radial forces. 
The sample medians for the three configurations were 0.38, 0.38 and 0.30. 
The average ranks showed that configuration C differed the most from the average 
rank for all observations and that this configuration was lower than the overall 
median. Both p-values were less than the significance level of 0.05. Both p-values 
are less than the significance level of 0.05. The p-values indicate that the median 
displacement differs for at least one configuration. 
4.2.2 General Linear Model – Torsional Force Analysis 
The torsional displacement means were compared with a GLM through 
Minitab Statistical Software and a significance level of α = 0.05. Assumptions were 
verified through analysis of the residuals as well as a test for equal variances. An 
optimal Box Cox transformation of approximately λ = 0.47 was applied transform 
the data for better fitment in the model. If the assumptions required to run the 
ANOVA were unable to be met, a nonparametric approach was investigated. If the 
assumptions were met, a Tukey’s pairwise comparison was used to create 
Kruskal-Wallis Test: Displacement-Radial versus Configuration-Radial  
 
Kruskal-Wallis Test on Displacement-Radial 
 
Configuration-Radial     N  Median  Ave Rank       Z 
A                      600  0.3810     998.9    5.68 
B                      600  0.3810     996.5    5.54 
C                      600  0.3048     706.0  -11.22 
Overall               1800             900.5 
 
H = 125.98  DF = 2  P = 0.000 




confidence intervals for the pairwise differences and estimate which means were 
different. A main effects plot was used to graphically display the magnitude in 
which the torsional displacement was affected relative to the 3 configurations. 
 
Method   General Linear Model 
Null hypothesis  H₀: All means are equal 
Alternative hypothesis  HA: At least one mean is different 
 
Figure 4.7: General Linear Model for torsional forces. 
Based on the analysis and the p-values of less than 0.05, the null 




The residuals were also examined to determine if the ANOVA met the required 
assumptions. 
 
Figure 4.8: Residual plots of displacement for torsional forces. 
The normal probability plot of residuals appeared to showed a fairly normal 
distribution but with several outliers. The residuals vs. fits appeared to be equally 
distributed about the zero line which indicated constant variance. A Bartlett’s test 
for equal variances was used to verify that the assumptions were met. 
 
Method   Test for Equal Variances (normal distribution) 
Null hypothesis  H₀: All variances are equal 




With a p-value of α < 0.05, it was concluded that at least one variance was 
different. 
  
Figure 4.9: Test for equal variances of displacement for torsional forces. 
Despite the optimal Box Cox transformation, the assumptions for an 
ANOVA were not met which could have caused confidence intervals or p-values 
to be suspect. However the ANOVA is a fairly robust test when enough data points 
are collected. The histogram showed a normal distribution which indicated there 
may have been enough data to obtain accurate results from the ANOVA. The 
analysis was continued with a Tukey’s pairwise comparison. To reduce the 























95% Bonferroni Confidence Intervals for StDevs







Figure 4.10: Tukey pairwise comparison of displacement for torsional forces. 
 The Tukey pairwise comparison for radial displacement vs configuration 
shows that factor level A is not statistically similar to factor B. For another level of 






Figure 4.11:Kruskal-Wallis test on displacement of torsional forces. 
The sample medians for the three configurations are 0.9906, 1.1430, and 
1.0668. The average ranks show that configuration B differs the most from the 
average rank for all observations and that this configuration is lower than the 
overall median. Both p-values are less than the significance level of 0.05. The p-
values indicate that the median displacement differs for at least one configuration.  
4.2.3 General Linear Model – Moment Force Analysis 
The moment displacement means were compared with a GLM through 
Minitab Statistical Software and a significance level of α = 0.05. Assumptions were 
verified through analysis of the residuals as well as a test for equal variances. An 
optimal Box Cox transformation of approximately λ = 0.52 was applied transform 
the data for better fitment in the model. If the assumptions required to run the 
ANOVA were unable to be met, a nonparametric approach was investigated. If the 
assumptions were met, a Tukey’s pairwise comparison was used to create 
confidence intervals for the pairwise differences and estimate which means were 
different. A main effects plot was used to graphically display the magnitude in 
which the moment displacement was affected relative to the 3 configurations. 
Kruskal-Wallis Test: Displacement-Torque versus Configuration-Torque  
 
Kruskal-Wallis Test on Displacement-Torque 
 
Configuration-Torque     N  Median  Ave Rank      Z 
A                      450  0.9906     635.4  -2.68 
B                      450  1.1430     719.3   2.92 
C                      450  1.0668     671.9  -0.24 
Overall               1350             675.5 
 
H = 10.49  DF = 2  P = 0.005 





Method   General Linear Model 
Null hypothesis  H₀: All means are equal 
Alternative hypothesis  HA: At least one mean is different 
 
Figure 4.12: General Linear Model for moment forces. 
Based on the analysis and the p-values of less than 0.05, the null 
hypothesis was rejected and it was concluded that at least one mean was different. 
The residuals were also examined to determine if the ANOVA met the required 
assumptions. 




Factor coding           (-1, 0, +1) 
 
Box-Cox transformation 
Rounded λ               0.5 
Estimated λ             0.52032 
95% CI for λ            (0.451820, 0.593820) 
 
Analysis of Variance for Transformed Response 
 
Source                   DF   Adj SS   Adj MS  F-Value  P-Value 
  Configuration-Moment    2   1.9375  0.96873   415.32    0.000 
  Force-Moment           14  38.7217  2.76584  1185.78    0.000 
Error                   208   0.4852  0.00233 
  Lack-of-Fit            28   0.0651  0.00233     1.00    0.477 
  Pure Error            180   0.4200  0.00233 
Total                   224  41.1444 
 
 
Model Summary for Transformed Response 
 
        S    R-sq  R-sq(adj)  R-sq(pred) 





Figure 4.13: Residual plots of displacement for moment forces. 
The normal probability plot of residuals appeared to show a distribution that 
with short or slightly skewed tails which was considered a non-normal population. 
The residuals vs. fits appeared to be equally distributed about the zero line but with 
an underlying funnel. A Bartlett’s test for equal variances was used to verify the 
variance assumption. 
 
Method   Test for Equal Variances (normal distribution) 
Null hypothesis  H₀: All variances are equal 





With a p-value of α < 0.05, it was concluded that at least one variance was 
different. 
 
Figure 4.15: Test for equal variances of displacement for moment forces. 
Despite the most optimal Box Cox transformation, the assumptions for an 
ANOVA were not met which could have caused confidence intervals or p-values 
to be suspect. However the ANOVA is a fairly robust test when enough data points 
are collected. The histogram was unclear whether it was a normal distribution or 
slightly skewed but there may have been enough data to obtain accurate results 
from the ANOVA. The analysis was continued with a nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis 





Figure 4.16:Kruskal-Wallis test on displacement of moment forces. 
The sample medians for the three configurations were 2.946, 2.626, 2.337. 
The average ranks show that configuration C differs the most from the average 
rank for all observations and that this configuration is lower than the overall 
median. Both p-values are less than the significance level of 0.05. The p-values 
indicate that the median displacement differs for at least one configuration. 
4.2.4 Configuration Analysis 
The average simulation displacement and experimental displacement 
across each test were compared at 150 N applied force and shown in Table 4.2. 
The difference in experimental displacement of up to 2.76 mm was a result of 
imperfect mounting due to the skull curvature. The skull model may have deformed 
elastically as well. The simulated data was a based on perfect mounting conditions, 
thus it was concluded that there was still room for improving the practical stability 
of the mount Increasing the outward tension force on the mounting arms against 
the skull edge could improve the stability as they had been hand tightened. Adding 
a mechanical advantage would make the outward applied force more easily 
regulated. 
Kruskal-Wallis Test: Displacement-Moment versus Configuration-Moment  
 
Kruskal-Wallis Test on Displacement-Moment 
 
Configuration-Moment    N  Median  Ave Rank      Z 
A                      75   2.946     130.6   2.86 
B                      75   2.626     115.0   0.33 
C                      75   2.337      93.4  -3.19 
Overall               225             113.0 
 
H = 12.34  DF = 2  P = 0.002 




Table 4.2: Average displacement at 150 N applied force by direction for 
experimental vs. simulation. 
Avg Experimental vs. Simulation Displacement (mm) 
 Moment Torque Radial 
A 
Experimental (mm) 4.60 1.70 0.65 
Simulation (mm) 2.09 0.36 0.22 
Difference (mm) 2.51 1.34 0.43 
  
B 
Experimental (mm) 4.11 1.75 0.65 
Simulation (mm) 1.43 0.37 0.25 
Difference (mm) 2.68 1.38 0.40 
  
C 
Experimental (mm) 3.67 1.68 0.44 
Simulation (mm) 0.91 0.35 0.25 
Difference (mm) 2.76 1.33 0.19 
For radial loading it was shown that configuration C had the lowest and most 
optimal mean radial displacement. For torsional loading configuration B had the 
highest and least optimal mean torsional displacement. For moment loading 
configuration C had the lowest and most optimal mean moment displacement. The 
difference in the mean displacement by configuration was shown with a main 
effects plot in Figure 4.17. 
Although it was proven that this skull mounted retractor has statistically less 
stability overall when positioned in configuration C with equidistant mounting arms, 
the mean variation between the best and worst configurations was approximately 
0.75 mm. Without the use of magnified optical measurements, it is unlikely that a 
surgeon will be able to determine or position a spatula to an accuracy of 0.75 mm 









When looking at the moment forces, the magnitude of displacement caused 
by some of the tests would be cause for concern. Shifts larger than 2 mm should 
be concerning in most instances. If forces of 150 N were actually applied during 
an operation and mount displacement translated to a direct equivalent spatula 
movement it could penetrate the brain. However, in most cases it is expected to 
have applied forces of no higher than 50 N which results in an average 
displacement of 0.6 mm and an absolute maximum of 2.1 mm when undergoing a 
moment force on craniotomies involving thinner bone (Schearer E.M, et al,. 2014, 
p. 654-663). The general expected range of displacements are shown in Figures 
4.18, 4.19, and 4.20. Only the most extreme moment forces were shown to cause 
up to 2 mm shifts. 
 




Figure 4.19: Average displacement for torsional forces. 
 




The patient has an elevated risk for a traumatic incident if a high 
displacement of spatula shift is possible. Larger shifts have a higher potential to 
occur if the impact originated at the elbow of the surgeon rather than the hands. 
This is because the force transmission is magnitudes higher with compound 
movements when compared to hand movements. With a skull mounted system, 
the smaller and lower profile is a less likely target for elbows. Ultimately it can be 
concluded that this retractor platform could provide reasonably stable retraction 
while serving as a suitable hand rest during retraction. 
4.3 Observations and Sources of Error 
While releasing spring scale force, dial indicator showed that the retractor 
did not always return to zero. This primarily occurred with forces above 60N. The 
skull was tested separately for displacement with an applied force which yielded 
no discernable movement. This indicated that the retractor was moving out of place 
permanently. In some instances the force would jump several magnitudes during 
testing which indicated the shift. Due to the hinge through the center of the halo 
the actual force vector may have increased or decreased the intended force on the 
mount depending on the slight angle. The minimum resolution of the displacement 
dial gauge for larger forces was also 0.025 mm due to the conversion from inches. 
Forces of up to 150 N on the 3D printed Phacon skull ultimately surpassed 
the yield strength of the material. The plastic skull was more ductile and softer than 
bone once the interior was exposed as in edge of the craniotomy. Affixing the 




issues as with the Phacon skull. The final moment test at 150 N for Config A, which 
was the absolute worst case scenario, caused the mounting feet to rip out the 
already stressed plastic around the craniotomy. The mounting clamps had slowly 
cracked the plastic edge and the skull also began splitting down one of the 
manufacturing lines. This was repaired with epoxy which prevented further 
deflection. 
Setup required little exertion due to the relatively small design, but was 
sometimes complicated and took several minutes due to numerous hinges and 
screws. Once the ideal position was marked, it was notably easier to remove and 
reinstall as needed. This was primarily due to the zygomatic arch and the lack of 
an edge between the zygomatic and sphenoidal bone. One possibility that could 
be explored is partial 3D modeling of the skull section prior to surgery. This could 
allow the surgeon to find an optimal configuration in advance to install the platform 
that mates with contours and avoids any protruding features (Matsumoto J.S, 
Morris J.M, Foley T.A, Williamson E.E, Leng S, McGee K.P, Kuhlmann J.L, 
Nesberg L.E, Vrtiska T.J, 2015, p. 1989-2006). This was not found to be an issue 
with the more symmetrical craniotomies that had additional clearance in all 
directions around the halo ring. 
Other limitations of this study are lack of compatibility testing with a wider 
range of skull sizes, contours and thicknesses. Displacement and stresses applied 
to the skull can’t accurately be predicted due to the stochastic nature of bone, 




(Dumont E.R, Davis J.L, Grosse I.R, Burrows A.M, 2010, p. 151-162). Results 
were obtained on only on a single model frontosphenotemporal craniotomy and 
interpreted despite the lack of measurable data on current retractor systems. While 
caution may be warranted if installed with non-equidistant angles between 
mounting points, especially on thinner bone, continued development on this 
concept should further improve stability in the occurrence of accidental impacts to 
the device. 
The actual retraction capability of this retractor system still hasn’t been 
tested, but there may be an issue with performing progressive retraction with a 
rigid handled spatula. For surgeries where the brain must be gradually retracted 
while placing sterile patties between the contact points, the malleable portion of 
the spatula may need to be removed and constantly reshaped to avoid digging in 
at the tip. In this instance a flex arm might offer more benefits at the cost of an 
increased risk of accidental secondary injury. A slightly convex shaped spatula 
blade should also be investigated to keep the tip from making contact with the 





CHAPTER FIVE  
FINAL CONCEPT OPTIMIZATION 
5.1 Final Prototype Design  
5.1.1 Final Design Concept 
A final prototype assembly is presented in Figure 5.1. The mounting arms 
were remodeled for more interior space that allows for attachments such as skin 
hooks. Locking levers were added to the arms to replace the set screw. Spatula 
holders that provide 360 degree movement were drafted and added to the 
assembly. 
5.1.2 Material Selection 
 The primary concern with material selection are the mechanical properties. 
Rigidity and hardness are the most important due to some small or thin load 
bearing features such as the mounting feet. Hardness is important for clamps or 
set screws as repeated tightening can score the smooth surface. Steel prospects 
are 303 stainless or 304 stainless if welding is required. Suitable titanium alloys 
are grades 1, 2 and grade 4. Both materials offer higher strengths and hardness 
than the 6061-T6 used in the prototype but at a heavier weight. Titanium is the 
lighter choice, with biologically inert and corrosive resistant properties. 303 
stainless is stronger and harder with better wear resistance and machinability but 












5.2 Future Work  
Future work consists of finalizing the retractor arms and attachments. 
Human factors need consideration, primarily for ease of use and expediting the 
overall attachment to the craniotomy site. Knobs need range limiting mechanisms 
to ensure additional time and motion isn’t wasted through tightening or loosening. 
All joints need modified hardware and mechanisms to prevent movement at a static 
level (when loosened) unless a small force is applied. This would help with more 
precise adjustments. A mechanism such as a power screw or ratchets system to 
be added to increase the mechanical advantage of the mounting arms when pulling 
outward against the craniotomy opening. The mounting clamps may need some 
rework for more rapid adjustment as well as to limit the overall clamping force to 
avoid cracking any bone. Simply decreasing the diameter of the tool could lower 
the overall torque potential and ensure that it is not overtightened. 
Spatula sizes need consideration as longer handles protruding from the 
holder will create more leverage if bumped and are more likely to damage the 
brain. Shorter handles may be safer but more difficult to adjust as needed. An 
optimized blade length will need to be determined based on procedure 
requirements as well as future development of more stable mounting clamps. The 
rigid spatula mounts will need to be robust enough to prevent movement from 
accidental impacts but with rapid release and quick adjustments. Consideration 
will be given to miniature flexible retractor arms as well as rigid depending on the 




Additional holders would be helpful for attaching skin flap hooks or other 
fixtures as needed. The compact design makes this retractor a good candidate for 
both flexible and disposable lighting either affixed to the outside of the spatula or 





CHAPTER SIX  
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Conclusion 
Brain retraction is achieved through various methods depending on surgical 
preference but no current retractor meets all of the needs of neurosurgeons. 
Current systems have lengthy and complicated setups with retractor arms that 
interfere with the surgeon’s operation. This skull mounted concept offers 
advantages not found on any other self-retaining, multi-arm retractor. Advantages 
compared with current retractor systems include a very low profile and stable 
platform with multiple configurable spatulas that are not limited by bone thickness. 
Quick releases allow spatulas to be removed and installed easily as well as 
removal of the complete mount. Overall this system could decrease operation time 
and spatula slippage while improving ease of use.  
6.2 Recommendations  
Depending on the location of the lesion this brain retractor should be a 
suitable improvement for the surgeries performed on the brain for a wide variety of 
pathologies including vascular malformations such as brain aneurysms, 
arteriovenous malformations, cavernoma; brain tumors such as brain metastases, 
gliomas, meningiomas, intraventricular tumors; brain infections if they are deep 




brain such as those for decompression of the cranial nerves in conditions such as 
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8.1 APPENDIX A: EQUIPMENT USED 
 
Figure 8.1: Pesola 200N Macro Line 80196 spring scale 
 
Figure 8.2: Pasco 20N ME 9513 spring scale 
 





Figure 8.4: Precision Aerospace .001 x 1" Dial Indicator 
 




8.2 APPENDIX B: SIMULATION DATA 
Table 8.1: 5 trial average experimental displacement vs. simulated displacement. 







Exp Sim Exp Sim Exp Sim 
Moment 4.60 2.09 4.11 1.43 3.67 0.91 
Torque 
2.07 0.41 1.98 0.44 1.72 0.37 
1.87 0.41 2.03 0.44 1.72 0.37 
1.26 0.29 1.67 0.34 1.68 0.35 
1.44 0.29 1.64 0.34 1.67 0.35 
1.89 0.40 1.51 0.34 1.66 0.35 
1.68 0.40 1.68 0.34 1.67 0.35 
Radial 
0.42 0.23 0.56 0.17 0.41 0.16 
0.40 0.16 0.61 0.16 0.38 0.16 
0.39 0.24 0.74 0.18 0.55 0.18 
0.82 0.13 0.78 0.18 0.60 0.19 
0.85 0.54 0.59 0.43 0.38 0.33 
0.62 0.17 0.58 0.22 0.39 0.33 
0.87 0.15 0.68 0.27 0.40 0.37 
0.82 0.13 0.68 0.39 0.41 0.26 
 
